
Recommended Books for Preschool and Kindergarten
Rocking in My School ShoesRocking in My School Shoes
by Eric Litwin
Pete the cat wears his school
shoes when visiting the library,
the lunchroom, the playground,
and more while singing his
special song.

Barnyard Boogie!Barnyard Boogie!
by Tim McCanna
A board book rendering of the
popular read-aloud features
onomatopoeic musical sounds
and a rhythmic, repeating
refrain that combines with
whimsical animal illustrations
designed to encourage laughter

and dancing.

I Got the RhythmI Got the Rhythm
by Connie Schofield-
Morrison
Walking with her mother to the
park, an exuberant little girl
hears music in the sounds all
around her that inspires her to
sniff, snap and shake before
bursting into an impromptu
dance that is joined by other
children.

Ada Twist, ScientistAda Twist, Scientist
by Andrea Beaty
Ada Twist is a very curious girl who
shows perseverance by asking
questions and performing
experiments to find things out and
understand the world.

Squeak! Rumble! Whomp!Squeak! Rumble! Whomp!
Whomp! Whomp! : a SonicWhomp! Whomp! : a Sonic
AdventureAdventure
by Wynton Marsalis
The creators of Jazz ABZ are
back for an encore in a book
filled with infectious rhythm
and rhyme that will open kids'

ears to the sounds around them.

John Coltrane's Giant StepsJohn Coltrane's Giant Steps
by Christopher Raschka
John Coltrane's "Giant Steps"
comes to life when it is
performed by a unique cast of
characters, such as a snowflake
and a box, yet as the structure
of rhythm and timing gets lost,

the narrator must step in to get everybody back on
track so that the tune can be played correctly.

Interstellar CinderellaInterstellar Cinderella
by Deborah Underwood
Preparing to fly to the ball with
a little help from her fairy
godrobot, Cinderella, a talented
innovator, zooms to the rescue
when the prince's ship has
mechanical trouble.

Punk Farm on TourPunk Farm on Tour
by Jarrett Krosoczka
While Farmer Joe is at the
National Tractor Society
Conference in Reno, his animals
go on tour in a broken-down
van, performing as the band
called Punk Farm.
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